In the wake of the Great Recession, a new cycle of scholarship opened on the history of American capitalism. This occurred, however, without much specification of the subject at hand. In this essay, I offer a conceptualization of capitalism, by focusing on its root-capital. Much historical writing has treated capital as a physical factor of production. Against such a "materialist" capital concept, I define capital as a pecuniary process of forward-looking valuation, associated with investment. Engaging recent work across literatures, I try to show how this conceptualization of capital and capitalism helps illuminate many core dynamics of modern economic life.
R ecently, the so-called new history of capitalism has helped bring economic life back closer to the center of the professional historical agenda. But what further point might it now serve-especially for scholars toiling in the fields of business and economic history all the while independent of historiographical fashion and trend?
In the wake of the U.S. financial panic of 2008 and the Great Recession that followed, in the field of U.S. history a new cycle of scholarship on the history of American capitalism opened, but without all that much conceptualization of the subject at hand-capitalism. If there has been one shared impulse, it is probably the study of commodification. Follow the commodity wherever it may lead, across thresholds of space, time, and the ever-expanding boundaries of the market.
way, might offer to the even more important trend afoot: the broader, ongoing revival of historical interest in economic subjects, whether under the guise of the history of capitalism, business history, economic history, the history of political economy, environmental history, labor history, the history of economic life, or something else. 5 It would seem impossible to define capitalism without first attending to its root, "capital." The centrality of capital in modern economic life must be the most compelling reason to invoke capitalism as a category of analysis. Otherwise, why not speak of the economy, enterprise, the market, the commodity form, or some other category instead. But that then begs the question: What is capital? Even if implicitly, generations of historical writing have been guided by a roughly century-old definition of capital, which equates capital with a physically embodied factor of production. For example, the editor of the two-volume Cambridge History of Capitalism, a magisterial collection of essays by economic historians, defines capital as "a factor of production that is somehow physically embodied, whether in buildings and equipment, or in improvements to land, or in people with special knowledge." 6 Engaging with many new works, my goal in this essay is to sketch out an alternative conceptualization of capital, which I believe is more adequate to the task of both writing the history of capitalism and illuminating the core dynamics of modern economic life. In this conceptualization, capital is not necessarily a material factor of physical production. Rather, capital is a particular kind of pecuniary process of valuation, associated with investment, in which capital may (or may not) become a factor of production.
Toward this end, the first section of this essay is a brief survey of the historical evolution of economic theories of capital. I follow the twentieth-century economist John Hicks, who distinguished "fundist" from "materialist" theories of capital. 7 The original understanding of capital as a fund of money for investment had by the turn of the twentieth century been replaced, Hicks argued, by many economists' abstraction from money and redescription of capital as a material mass of objects, physical things produced only in order to produce more things-a "produced means of production."
The materialist concept is parsimonious. Its clarity has enabled and continues to enable scholarship of great value. If nothing more, defining capital as a produced physical means of production distinguishes capital from the larger categories of wealth and property, as well as the broader class of all commodities. And yet, because it equates capital with a produced physical factor of production, the materialist conception is a highly restrictive definition of capital. For the writing of history, there are chiefly three almost natural consequences of the materialist restriction. First, because of its emphasis on a produced factor of physical production, capital becomes almost synonymous with industrial machinery and equipment. 8 Second, likewise the materialist capital concept abstracts from money-treating monetary and financial dynamics as extrinsic to both capital and the "real economy" in general. Third, for reasons to be explained later, the materialist capital concept is a temporally static concept. Thus, in addition to money it also abstracts from historical time-or at least, in pursuit of analytical clarity, it abstracts from the many eventful historical processes that are extrinsic from the point of view of the physical characteristics of the masses of objects that materialists define as capital. 9 In recent years, many historians (and also economists) have almost instinctively broken away from the materialist capital concept. They have focused on preindustrial or postindustrial economies, in which not only physical machinery and equipment, but also land, slaves, or financial assets are important forms of capital. They have revived interest in issues of money, credit, and finance, phenomena no less and no more economically "real" than physical production. And, working at the boundary of economic and putatively noneconomic domains, whether studying market culture, law, or political economy they have reintroduced the economy to a variety of historical processes, and vice versa. Yet they have done so without the benefit of a more expansive, although still distinct conception of capital, which might ground a working conceptualization of capitalism.
Therefore, in the second section, I argue for another conceptualization of capital-as an economic process, governed by a form of pecuniary valuation, namely, capitalization. 10 At the most abstract level, capital, in this line of thought, is what Thorstein Veblen once called a "pecuniary magnet." 11 Capital is legal property assigned a pecuniary value in expectation of a likely future pecuniary income. Capital valuation is prospective, always occurring under conditions of uncertainty. A capitalized form of property, including but not limited to a material factor of production, is a capital asset. Its legal owner is a capitalist. An economy in which capitalization has risen to principal economic status may be said to be a capitalist economy.
Capital as process is a pragmatic definition of capital, one in which agents and institutions are always doing the ongoing work of capitalizing different legal forms of wealth and property. This definition of capital distinguishes capital from wealth and from other exchangeable commodities (consumer goods, for instance, are not capital). It does not treat capital as a physical factor of production, independent of money, ready to be plugged into economists' production functions. Rather than production or commodification, the primary site of analysis is investment. For physical factors of production, or any other form of capital, must always be capitalized-transformed into legal assets of pecuniary value, expected to yield future pecuniary income. This emphasis on practice means that business people-the typical subjects of this journal-must be placed front and center, for the way they shape and act upon ideas about the future fundamentally shapes the capital process. In general, with the focus on the forward-looking process of pecuniary investment and its results and consequences, more than anything the essence of capital becomes time.
With this definition in hand, in the third section I broaden the discussion from capital to capitalism. Capitalism is an appropriate designation when the capital process has become habitual, sufficiently dominating economic life, having appropriated the production and distribution of wealth towards its pecuniary ends. Here, I distinguish between two elements of the capital process. First is the prospective valuation of capital assets, and second is the actual pecuniary-income generation from them. These may be considered the twin economic processes at the center of any capitalist economy.
This conceptualization of capitalism has the benefit of anchoring histories of capitalism in specific forms of economic activity. Such a definition enables an engagement with economics and economic history (something the new history of capitalism has sorely lacked). At the same time it also incorporates the history of capitalism's potential strengths-given its eclecticism and its openness to putatively noneconomic issues of culture, law, race, environment, psyche, gender, sex, labor, ideas, politics, and other domains often essential to economic life under capitalism but that are nonetheless sometimes excluded by business and economic historians.
Throughout the essay, I try to demonstrate the potential of this definition of capital and this conceptualization of capitalism to explain the core dynamics of modern economies, while connecting literatures too often kept apart. Given my research specialty, though, I draw overwhelmingly from the U.S. history literature. But first the diversion into economic theories of capital.
Capital as Fund, Capital as Material
The origins of the capital concept are clear enough. Fernand Braudel wrote in Civilization and Capitalism of the conceptual history of the triad "capital, capitalist, capitalism." Capital came first. According to Braudel, in the commercial city-states of Italy no later than the thirteenth century, capital meant the "money capital of a firm or of a merchant" devoted to investment. 12 "Capitale," as the concept emerged in the thirteenth-century Latin West, in an explicit philosophical translation of business enterprise, was a "dynamic" form of money, capable of expansion in the future through investment in commerce. It was distinguishable from "simple" money, a sterile form that existed only for quantitative commensuration so as to facilitate immediate commercial exchange. 13 Many studies attest that the rise of double-entry bookkeeping that same century clarified and spread the concept. 14 Starting no later than the thirteenth century, in everyday European business life capital meant a money fund of investment in pursuit of profit.
With the birth of early modern joint-stock trading companies, the fund of investment could also be referred to as a "capital stock"-stock in the sense, nowadays, of financial stockholding in a publicly traded corporation. However, by the seventeenth century, at the very latest, the term "capital stock" had acquired a different valence, which, in hindsight, inaugurated the materialist trajectory. The Austrian schoolinspired U.S. economist Frank Fetter, who wrote many penetrating articles on the capital concept in the 1920s and 1930s, referred to a 1611 Dictionarie that defined capital as "wealth, worth; a stocke, man's principall, or chiefe, substance." Fetter noted, "Here the idea of 'worth,' implying a valuation, is, thoroughly mixed with that of substance, no doubt in the sense of material things in possession." 15 Capital could now connote a physical thing, but most accounts stress that well into the eighteenth century the fundist, money-oriented business definition was far more prevalent. 16 Fundist and materialist definitions of capital began to overlap in conflicting and confusing ways, and sometimes the debate turned metaphysical. Hicks was convinced that fundist definitions prevailed among eighteenth-and nineteenth-century political economists. He underscored classical political economy's holy trinity of "land, labor, and capital" and argued that for Adam Smith, as well as for David Ricardo, capital referred to an investment fund, applied to land (which is not capital) and mixed with labor. In that vein, for Karl Marx the "general formula for capital" was M-C-M,' indicating that an investment of money (M) in commodities (C) initiated capital's economic process, yielding a money surplus (M'). But other accounts differ. In Geoffrey Hodgson's illuminating recent discussion, to Smith capital meant only "physical stuff"-that not immediately consumed in the present, but instrumentally employed to produce more stuff in the future. 17 A distinction began to emerge, between physical commodities (i.e., capital) that were employed in the production of more commodities ("the production of commodities by means of commodities," as Piero Sraffa later put it) and commodities immediately consumed. 18 The division was more fully articulated in John Mill's Principles of Political Economy (1848), which defined capital physically, as the "accumulated stock of the produce of labour." 19 Capital thus became, in some definitions, a specific form of material wealth. Instead of referring to the sum of money invested in things, it became almost synonymous with things themselves-which is why in his critique of the "classical economists" Marx took great pains to argue that "capital is not a thing, but a social relation between persons, established by the instrumentality of things." Value, for Marx, was more like a metaphysical fund (even, in Hegelian terms, a metaphysical subject) than a physical stock of the produce of labor. 20 In Marx's account capital value, like all value after the generalization of the commodity form, was fundamentally social in character. But even Marx used physical metaphors of "congealed" or "coagulated" value. 21 Giant controversies lurk here. Perhaps the point to be made is that political economy, through Marx, trafficked in recognizably fundist and materialist definitions of capital without ever really worrying about it too much.
Anxiety about a possible hard fundist/materialist distinction only appeared in the next generation, among the economists who launched the materialist revolution in capital theory. This was the generation that split the modern discipline of economics off from political economy. That move made it possible to theorize capital as a material good, independent of many of the concerns of classical political economy.
U.S. economist John Bates Clark was one of the first thinkers to accomplish all three feats-capital as material, independent of money, abstracted from historical time. That makes his capital theory both instructive and emblematic. Clark first took up the issue in 1891:
Capital may be studied from two points of view. Science has used both, the one intentionally and the other unconsciously and blundering. It has alternated in the same discussion from the one view to the other, to the confusion of the analysis. In formal definition a concrete view has been taken, and capital has been treated as a mass of instruments for aiding labor. It is tools, buildings, materials, etc. In the actual treatment of the subject capital has been regarded in a way that is more in harmony with practical thought. considered abstractly, as a fund or quantity of wealth devoted to productive uses. In this view it is what a business man has in mind when he speaks of his invested capital as a hundred thousand dollars; and in the same way in his published statement of assets and liabilities. 22 Clark called capital in "the abstract" the fund of "pure capital," while capital in "the concrete" was called "capital goods." Capital goods, or produced means of production, were distinct from all other goods, by definition consumer goods-or goods immediately consumed. Among later economists, the term "pure capital" never caught on, but "capital goods" did, and, long after the materialist triumph, it remains in use today.
Clark theorized that "capital itself is in reality one and the same thing in whichever way it is treated." It was simply that physical capital goods were "changeful" while pure capital, or "the fund itself," was "permanent." 23 Clark was not interested in theorizing capital's changefulness-what he called "dynamics." He preferred to pursue a "static" capital theory abstracted from time. Clark also abstracted from money. The "permanent" fund of capital value was no longer a fund of money. Drawing from Ricardo's theory of land rent, Clark adopted a marginalist theory of value, which he believed could incorporate both senses of capital. Pure capital was a homogenous aggregate of productiveness (not money). It explained the static "distribution" of income between the homogenous aggregate of "capital" and "labor," since Clark held that both the owners of pure capital and the owners of labor, given their contributions to production, earned their marginal value in respective capital and labor income shares. 24 Yet, pure capital was somehow embodied directly in physical "capital goods"-no practical transmission, or valuation, through the nexus of money, credit, and investment was theoretically required. Capital stocks were static masses, although bubbling with industrial productiveness and an innate desire for income (again, defined in homogenous units of marginal value, not actual money). Clark was happy to assume that over time the accumulated fund of pure capital somehow translated seamlessly into capital goods. There is no passage in Clark that explains why this actually does happen, or that considers the theoretical significance of the fact that, somehow, it must. As if by transubstantiation, pure capital becomes capital goods. All capital is of a physical substance, produced and ever poised for more production. 25 Clark's capital theory thus assumed physical production and abstracted capital from both money and time.
At the turn of the twentieth century, the moment when the very term "capitalism" came into wide usage, according to Hicks many articles and books on the capital concept began to appear and assumed that capital was a physical good. 26 Also, the materialist revolution in capital theory and the marginalist revolution in value theory went hand in hand. In marginalist value theory, subjective utility replaced labor. The existence of capital became ever more associated with delayed gratification, restraint from present consumption. Present consumption (not past labor) was responsible for the accumulation of savings. The interest rate became the market price that equilibrated savings and investment. That such an equilibrium led to physical production was assumed. Here was a "static" model of economic life, in equilibrium, in which capital was a physical factor of production, earning its marginal income. And in which, theoretically, there was no need for money. 27 It may be no exaggeration to say that twentieth-century mainstream economics was erected as much upon the foundation of the materialist theory of capital as it was upon that of the marginalist theory of value. There was a period, during the Great Depression, when the relationships among money, capital, and time became pressing. Both Friedrich Hayek's Prices and Production (1931) and John Maynard Keynes's The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money (1936) insisted that money and historical time were fundamental theoretical elements of capital. But in mainstream economics, this moment proved to be fleeting. 28 In the wake of World War II, when states repressed finance on behalf of all-out war production, the materialist/marginalist capital concept became dominant. Hicks's translation of Keynes's General Theory into a general equilibrium framework, as even he later admitted, "put 25 Clark's early training in the Hegelian metaphysics of "substance" at the University of Heidelberg should be noted. 26 Even Irving Fisher, who did make time central to his neoclassical capital theory, still believed the paradigmatic form of capital was a factory. See Fisher, The Nature of Capital and Income (New York, 1906) . 27 This model of economy was hitched to Irving Fisher's quantity theory of money, in which money was "neutral." Fisher, The Purchasing Power of Money (New York, 1911). 28 
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[time] to one side." 29 Paul Samuelson's Foundations of Economic Analysis (1947) likewise stripped general equilibrium economics of historical time. 30 When post-World War II economics pivoted to issues of "growth," many aggregate production functions began to consist of two physical factors of production, capital and labor, which mechanistically combined to produce a physical output. 31 For economists, time came to be conceived not historically, but rather logically, as a series of freestanding moments to be related to one another through mathematically legible causal mechanisms: t(1). . ., t(2). . ., t(3). . ., etc. As Joan Robinson put it, "Time, so to say, runs at right angles to the page at each point on the curve." 32 By the middle of the twentieth century, in economics departments, at least according to Hicks, the materialist revolution was complete.
Critiques of the materialist capital concept thrived at the margins, or outside, of economics departments. Late in his career, Hicks attempted a revival of Austrian fundism. 33 Cambridge (U.K.) economists famously critiqued the logical coherence of the marginalist "measurement" of capital. 34 Schumpeter argued for a money-and credit-based understanding of capital, insisting that money be incorporated at "the ground floor" of economic analysis. 35 Max Weber, drawing from Clark, had used the term "capital goods" for produced means of production; 34 G. C. Harcourt, Some Cambridge Controversies in the Theory of Capital (New York, 1972). The Cambridge "capital controversies" became embroiled in the logical coherence of the unit of measurement in the materialist/marginalist concept of capital goods, as the value of the physical product of capital must always be determined by something already abstracted from (the pecuniary value of capital). Cambridge, U.K., also raised the issue of time. See Joan Robinson, "History versus Equilibrium," in Collected Economic Papers, vol. 5 (Cambridge, Mass., 1980), [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] . 35 Joseph A. Schumpeter, History of Economic Analysis (New York, 1954), 322.
however, he held that capital goods were always administered "on the basis of capital accounting," which influenced subsequent sociological scholarship. 36 There are too many theorists working in the Marxian tradition who emphasized both the temporal dimensions of capital and capital's relentless pursuit of pecuniary surplus value to even attempt to mention. 37 In the spirit of many thinkers who dissented from the materialist capital concept, but drawing above all on both the largely misinterpreted capital-theoretic writings of Keynes and the largely unappreciated capital-theoretic writings of Veblen, I now would like to suggest an alternative definition of capital, as process. 38 Capital as Process
Rather than a preexisting money fund, or a material factor of production, capital is best understood as a particular kind of economic process. Capital is property capitalized-a legal asset assigned a pecuniary value in expectation of its capacity to yield a likely future pecuniary income. Because money and property are historical institutions, because wealth results from the past, because the value of capital always concerns the future, capital can never be fully abstracted from either the past or the future. Capital is always in process. 39 The materialist capital concept assumes that capital goods are valuable in themselves, simply because of their innate physical productivity. That means treating many of the phenomena that determine the actual pecuniary values of capital goods as "exogenous," matters of disequilibria, or not part of the "real economy." For how else to explain the obvious market price volatility of "capital goods" except to say that some aspects of their valuation have nothing to do with their innate physical qualities? Such events-disinvestment from physical structures and equipment, soaring real estate prices-speak to destructions and creations of pecuniary value, which leave the material characteristics of the things themselves literally unchanged. Thus, the capitalized value and the wealth-producing capacities of a physical object may often overlap, but are empirically distinct.
In this sense, Veblen, writing at the dawn of materialist capital theory, was correct to insist that money-capital's first form-remains its primary form. The only kind of capital is "pecuniary capital." By contrast, the materialist capital concept was complicit with the move in economics to abstract from money, or to treat money as not "real," "neutral," or merely an improvement upon the inefficiencies of barter. 40 Against this view, one might note the flourishing contemporary historical literature on the history of money, whether the intellectual origins of the institution, the relationship between money and sovereignty, or the political economy of monetary policy. 41 Clearly, capital as process might incorporate the revival of interest in the history of money.
The question then becomes how and why capital value manifests in physical, productive forms. To become capital, practically industrial "capital goods" must always be capitalized, assigned pecuniary values in light of their future pecuniary earning capacity-and thus become humanly capitalized legal assets. Further, in every instance, capitalization involves a pecuniary valuation of something more than the intrinsic productivity of innate objects. Material wealth may be accumulated to no end. But only accumulated knowledge, habits, and propensitiesculture, as it were-can enable human beings, acting in concert, to put those objects into economic motion, springing their potential productiveness to life. Looking at the history of capital as a form of property, Veblen went so far as to say that "the substantial core of all capital is immaterial wealth." By becoming the exclusive legal owners of capitalized goods, capitalists over time had politically and legally "cornered" 
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Thus, capital cannot be abstracted from money but also time, which includes the immaterial cultural, legal, and political inheritance of the past. Considering the historical prerequisites of Clark's "capital goods," Veblen raised a host of necessary approaches to the study of industrial capitalism. These are all flourishing at the moment, whether under the guise of the history of capitalism or not. These would include cultural history, legal history, and political economy approaches. For their part, even economic historians increasingly appreciate the cultural context of the Industrial Revolution and modern economic growth. 43 Addressing culture, Veblen argued that capital was merely one economic "method of doing things" in the world among others. 44 Instantly, one might ask where and when this "method of doing things" has appeared. Veblen critiqued the applicability of the materialist "capital goods" concept to industrial machinery and equipment. But implicit in the critique is the possibility that other objects, besides factories, might well be capitalized, too. Take preindustrial forms of capital, such as land and slaves.
During the emergence of capitalism, land was long the dominant form of capitalized property and wealth. With rare exceptions, both fundist and materialist definitions of capital failed to equate land with capital. 45 Land was not a fund of money, and, if capital was a "produced means of production," land itself could not be capital, since the landunlike capital improvements upon it, like, say, drainage ditches or enclosures-was never produced by labor, but rather a natural given. This move made it possible for many twentieth-century economists to simply drop land from their aggregate production functions and growth models. Land was not an input, and the environment became an externality. Modern economic history began with industrialization and urbanization, and, even then, environmental considerations were subsidiary, if not nonexistent. 42 45 On exceptions, see M. Northrup Buechner, "Frank Knight on Capital as the Only Factor of Production," Journal of Economic Issues 10, no. 3 (1976): 598-617. In a sense, neoclassical economics conflated land and capital. Clark, for instance, extended Ricardo's theory of land rents to the marginal income of capital. Meanwhile, land became reduced to capital productivity. I thank J. J. Clegg for alerting me to these points. Dropping materialist assumptions, there is no reason why land cannot be either consciously or de facto capitalized. Land prices certainly play a large role in asset appreciation today. 46 Long ago, the successful capitalization of the land was the basis of preindustrial economies' periodic commercial dynamism-another subject of intense recent research, after the "revolt of the early modernists" dethroned the Industrial Revolution as the great leap forward into economic modernity. 47 Here, one might refer to law, political economy, and culture once again, but also, indeed, environmental and biological processes. 48 After all, the dominant preindustrial economic process-more dominant than capitalwas photosynthesis, which set limits to the amount of wealth and pecuniary income that could be wrung from the earth's soil. 49 Slaves were another prevalent preindustrial form of capital in the New World. "Slavery's capitalism," or "slave-racial capitalism," has drawn much attention of late from self-identifying historians of U.S. capitalism. 50 While not often noted, much of the thrust of this literature is in line with the approach taken decades ago by "new economic historians," who emphasized the capitalistic qualities of New World slavery. They commonly analyzed black slaves as a form of "fixed capital," with the unique characteristics of portability. 51 Historians of capitalism have not been so precise, invoking commodification rather than capitalization. Still, this recent cycle of scholarship has compellingly demonstrated capital as process in the form of human chattel in great depth-in the registers of enterprise, political economy, finance, labor, consumerism, law, race, gender, sex, and also environment. 52 If it is not production but the activity of investing pecuniary value in-capitalizing-an object that is primary, why not turn back to the original fundist definition of capital? There is a money fund of capital, and sometimes it has been invested in land, sometimes in slaves, and at other times in industrial machinery and equipment. But further reflection upon the capitalist "method of doing things" reveals flaws with aspects of fundism, too.
Veblen was theorizing about capital at a specific moment in the history of U.S. capitalism: during the Great Merger Movement, at the turn of the twentieth century, when thousands of U.S. firms consolidated into giant, horizontally and vertically industrial corporations. Veblen saw that precisely at the moment when his economist peers were theorizing the materialist capital concept, U.S. business enterprise itself was faced with the staggering practical problem of how to capitalize large blocks of physical (and intellectual) assets that were changing legal hands. How much was the United States Steel Corporation worth? Corporate accountants, investment bankers, and investors in securities markets debated the subject. But the only answer, Veblen noted, was somehow or other to capitalize the expected pecuniary income streams of the newly consolidated assets, discounted against a uniform market interest rate. Moreover, a "uniform" market interest rate was something historically novel, being made possible by the recent geographical integration of capital markets in the age of railroad, telegraph, and steam. 53 Such an act of capitalization, Veblen argued, is what brings capital to life. Soon enough, Keynes, breaking away from the materialist/marginalist theory of capital himself, would define one of the core concepts of The General Theory as the "marginal efficiency of capital"-that is, the expected pecuniary yield of capital assets, given their replacement costs, above the going interest rate. 54 "It is much preferable to speak of capital," Keynes wrote, "as having a yield over the course of its life in excess of its original cost, than as being productive." The value of capital became a matter of expectations, concerning the "prospective yield of the investment." 55 to illustrate overlaps between free and slave capitalisms. See Beckert, Empire of Cotton; and Seth Rockman, Scraping By: Wage Labor, Slavery, and Survival in Early Baltimore (Baltimore, 2008). 53 Many early modern landed and slave-owning capitalists could not have made such discounts. 54 That is, not by the price equilibrating savings and investment, or the supply and demand for loanable funds. 55 Keynes, General Theory, 213. A capital asset, Keynes argued, was really nothing more than a "series of annuities," or prospective financial returns flowing from the ownership of a capital asset. The problems raised by the materialist/marginalist theory of capital, involving "the definition of the physical unit of capital," Keynes declared "both insoluble and Indeed, as one of Veblen's early interpreters put it, capital is "not a fund" of money accumulated from the past so much as an "expectation"-concerning the likely future pecuniary earning capacity of a legal asset. 56 For fundists, it is as if capital values flow from the past like a river into some reservoir, pooled for present use in production. It might appear to make sense to consider the capital of one particular enterprise this way, as Weber did-as the money sum of capital that still exists at the closing of the books (and not coincidentally, the fundist concept was born of practical merchant origins). But that adding up represents income yielded from capital, not capital itself.
In the present, all wealth, material or immaterial, including pecuniary profit, held in the form of money, must come from the past-it represents an accumulation. In the present, however, all capital value must come from a future expectation-of a future pecuniary income-even if it is accumulated wealth from the past, even past money profit, that is being presently capitalized. Under capitalism, not all wealth, nor even all commodities (like consumer goods), are capitalized. A past pecuniary profit, a present material object, embodied human knowledge, the fruits of expropriated wealth or labor-all must be capitalized to be capital, or valued in the expectation of a future earning capacity. There may be no capital without wealth, but wealth and capital are not the same.
Something like a capital/wealth distinction has long been recognized, but in the wrong way. The production and exchange of wealth-physical labor, machines, the market-became the "real" economy. Capitalization, occurring in the realm of finance and money, became not only secondary, but also somehow less real. Recent works in financial history have sought to overturn this view-not in order to privilege finance, but rather to examine the coproduction of finance and physical work, industry, and wealth accumulation across time. 57 Here, one thinks of recent work on the industrial corporation, in which corporations are treated not solely as units of enterprise, which must choose between commercial markets and bureaucratic hierarchies, but, in the first instance, as institutions that raise and deploy capital-in fixed, physical forms (or not)-with an eye toward realizing a future pecuniary income. In sum, to paraphrase and reverse Marx, under capitalism it is not so much the past but the future that weighs on the brains of the living-and, often enough, just like a nightmare. That is perhaps capitalism's greatest transformation: to order present economic action toward an uncertain future, as opposed to the mere replication of the economic past (the dominant temporal order of precapitalist economic life). 59 Irving Fisher perhaps put it most succinctly. With respect to capital, "when values are considered, the causal relation is not from present to the future, but from future to present." 60 It is this orientation toward an uncertain future that helps account for capitalism's propulsive dynamism and periodic fragility.
Indeed, this insight helps explain one of the more perplexing features of capitalism: the possible accumulation of wealth and productive capacity alongside the persistence of pecuniary poverty, or what Keynes, during the Great Depression, called the "paradox of poverty in the midst of plenty." 61 The paradox speaks to the potential gap between accumulated wealth and prospective capital value, which reveals a temporal disjuncture-that wealth results from the past, while capital value results from relating prospective futures back to the present. Keynes said that investment, leading to production, did not just happen because past savings or profits presented themselves as a present fund of investment. Rather, investment in capital goods always depends upon capitalists' "liquidity preference," or their confidence in the state of "long-term expectations" concerning the likely earning capacity of capital goods, versus their psychological desire to hoard value in the money form, forgoing productive investment. 62 To Keynes, it was "liquidity preference," not the equilibrium between savings and investment that set the market interest-the baseline for determining the marginal efficiency of capital. Hoarding in this line of thought becomes capitalism's greatest enemy-it ceases the capitalist economic process.
So, capital is a process whose present existence cannot be abstracted from its historical antecedents, or from expectations of its future consequents. Through such an economic process, over time various physical objects-metal coins, land, slaves, factories, asset-backed securities-have been held to a particular kind of expectation and account and thereby capitalized as legal assets to which agents and institutions attribute a particular kind of pecuniary value. To be clear, this is not to say that capital cannot or should not be abstracted from time for useful purposes of quantitative measurement or mathematical modeling. Doing so has and will continue to illuminate the historical record. Rather, it is to say that there is always some aspect of capital that cannot be so abstracted, and that it may be the unique contribution of historians of capitalism to capture and elucidate the full life course of the capital process.
Under capitalism, the process of capitalization has become so economically prevalent that it has become conceivable as a general form of strategic action and valuation. 63 Today, one might easily lengthen Pierre Bourdieu's list of "forms of capital" (economic, social, cultural, and symbolic) to include the important subject of "human capital"-a produced means of production by the family, as defined by economists. 64 In my view, a distinct notion of economic capital must be preserved. 65 But the "capital creep" of the past century, even the past decade, says something important about the reach of the capital process into noneconomic domains of life. 66 Recently, much historical work has made good use of a variety of these capital concepts. 67 To conclude this section, it is possible to appeal to the causal priority of the future in capital values to suggest a link between capital as process and value theory. Both "classical" political economists, as Marx named them, and "neoclassical" economists, as Veblen branded them, held that the basis of capital value was something, in Veblen's terms, "authentic" and essential and intrinsic to capital itself. That authentic substance might be past labor, or psychic utility. These were value theories, as Foucault once noted, premised upon exchange. 68 Something was brought to a spot market. Did its exchange price reflect its "real" valueits "just price," in the old language? There were political consequences to the answer. Did the exchange of labor power represent exploitation? Did market exchange morally corrupt the object at hand? Did capital and income receive their just, marginal shares of income (a great concern of John Bates Clark, who answered yes)? 69 By contrast, the forward-looking capital process is always prospective and therefore always contingent. There are no "real" capital values lurking behind the veil of money. Precisely because of the "radical uncertainty" of the future, as Keynes put it-or the fact that not every economically relevant contingent future event can be assigned a mathematical probability-any capital asset valued in light of an expected future pecuniary income cannot possibly have one true or "authentic" value alone. Veblen called this an "evolutionary" as opposed to a "taxonomic" theory of capital value. But given the intellectual influences acting on Veblen at the University of Chicago when he was working on capital theory, it might also safely be labeled pragmatist. (At Cambridge, Keynes was influenced by a not dissimilar philosophy.) 70 Capital values-the empirically observed market prices of capital assets-do not represent hidden metaphysical essences, which can be theorized taxonomically, independent of the flow of expectations. Expectations, whether rational or not, are subject to constant change. When, for example, liquidity dried up in asset-backed securities markets during the financial crisis of 2008, it became impossible to even value many classes of financial assets. The actual generation of pecuniary income is likewise contingent upon the occurrence of all manner of historical events. Once again, capital values are always in process.
If capital has no fixed, authentic value, the question becomes, as Veblen put it, "Whose imputation of value is to be accepted?" 71 There is no such thing as capital-property assigned a pecuniary value in expectation of future pecuniary income-without capitalists. A form of property in which every member of society were somehow entitled to an equal stake in its capitalization, and in which every member had an equal stake in determining what was capitalized to begin with, might not deserve the name "capital" at all. Capital is a matter of power and of politics, of determining which assets get capitalized, under what , 1969) . 71 Veblen, "Fisher's Capital and Income," 120.
terms, and for the benefit of whom. 72 These issues begin to raise the question of capitalism.
Capitalism
Capitalism may designate any economic form of life in which the economic logic of the capital process-capitalization-has become both habitual and dominant, subordinating the production and distribution of wealth in large part to its pecuniary ends. The primary task of a history of capitalism would be to narrate the unfolding of the capital process in its many interrelated historical contexts. Given the vast array of relevant contexts, the history of capitalism could not be only economic history. Yet it might still focus upon the different economic forms in which capital has manifested-different pecuniary magnets. Those forms ground different capitalisms, different regimes of forwardlooking investment, in the not only economic but broadest possible sense of the term "investment."
If capital is a process, historical time is implicit. But since, in addition to time, space is another of historians' most fundamental coordinates, I would like to first note the spatial indeterminacy of capital as process. The materialist capital concept grew up along with national economies, when much capital value manifested in physical structures, within the territorial borders of nation-states-and at a time when national histories became hegemonic. While many economic models might abstract from geographical scale-the capital stock (K) simply represented a factor of production-nevertheless statistical quantifications of capital stocks mostly occurred, and still occur, at the level of the nation-state. It would be absurd not to continue to make use of such data (to note, say, the declining rate of U.S. investment in manufacturing capital stock since the Volcker Shock of 1979-1981), or to deny the historical existence of quite territorially bounded national economies, which the U.S. economy was in the immediate postwar decades, when the rate of investment in manufacturing capital stock was, relative to now, high. 73 Nonetheless, historians have lately focused upon a variety of non-national scales, including empires, contemporary and past globalization cycles, transnational histories of capital flows, urban and regional histories, and plural forms of territorial sovereignty. 74 Capital as process leaves the question of spatial scale-and the possibility of multiple scales-open, dependent upon the purposes of analysis.
That said, the capital process issues forth an astonishing and perplexing array of temporalities. Discontinuous and dramatic events radically move capital values across classes of objects, as during financial crises. They overlap with repeating patterns of enterprise, like business cycles, and linear directionalities of long duration, like self-sustaining gross domestic product (GDP) growth per capita or anthropogenic climate change. 75 How to approach them?
In writing the history of capitalism, it may be possible to distinguish between two sets of histories. One set is prospective, addressing the forward-looking, contingent project of capitalization. Another set is retrospective, addressing the results and broad consequences of the actual pecuniary income generation from capital, including their evidently structural patterns.
Prospective histories of capital would speak to the investment of pecuniary value in capital assets, in expectation of their likely future pecuniary-earning capacity. While these prospective histories may and very often do directly manifest in the shifting prices of capital assets, the category of prospective history is meant to evoke something more grand. Investment may be considered not only a matter of the rational calculation of future profits and losses, but also of economic life's larger orientation toward the uncertain future. Under capitalism, investment not only pursues pecuniary profits. It is a generative, world-making activity. 76 To begin with, there must be prospective histories that explain how capitalization ever became a plausible way of relating the future to the present in the first instance. Virtually every major theorist of capitalism has proposed candidates. Again, Veblen invoked the histories of money, property rights, the cultural accumulation of technical knowledge, and the corporate legal form as necessary if not sufficient for capital ever to emerge as the dominant economic "method of doing things." Capitalism for him emerged fully only in the late nineteenth century. Weber identified an earlier historical split of "instrumental" and "value" rationality, which was the unintended consequence of Protestant notions of 74 This would be too long a list, but for a recent history of capitalism that moves across geographical scales, which is conceptually in line with many of the views advocated here, There is much to argue about here. But deductively speaking, there are histories that must have occurred for the capital process to ever begin, for capitalization to become a practical habit. 77 This is one way to frame the problem of capitalism's historical emergence. Today, linear modernization narratives-of sharp transition and clean rupture, from precapitalism to capitalism, tradition to modernity, whatever the preferred sine qua non-no longer appear to hold much sway. But it may still be possible to trace the necessary prospective conditions, and the slow, sometimes stunted, emergence of the capital process, in many incipient capitalisms, eventually to its principal status in economic life across so much of the globe today-not to pin down the moment of exact transition, but rather as a means of grasping the subsequent unfolding and transformation of capital in quite different settings across time and space.
Here, one might return to the capital/wealth distinction, with respect to many historical forms of capital, like land and slaves. The capital process appropriated both forms of property and wealth, but with limits. As productive property, land long provided access to direct economic subsistence, wealth outside the capital process. Or, landed property was also the bedrock of preindustrial social and political orders. Slaves, because they were human beings, could never be completely subordinated to the capital process, something most every slave-owner, even if to their frustration, came to know. As forms of property, land and slaves doubled as capital but also not-capital, which set limits on the emergence of the capital process, blocking the subordination of the production and distribution of wealth towards capital's ends. 78 From this perspective, the so-called "capital goods" of the Industrial Revolution represented a historical departure. It became possible to conceive of productive property as capital itself, or wealth fully subordinated to the pursuit of pecuniary income-in other words what economists like Clark branded physical "capital goods," synonymous with capital itself.
Nonetheless, once in a capitalist economy, the expectations of the owners of capital must be ceaselessly formed and reformed in the face of a radically uncertain future-issues, once again, which cannot be reduced to the physical characteristics of capital goods. And, as Keynes long ago emphasized, the presence of liquidity, or the ability of capitalists to store value in money, as opposed to investing in illiquid, durable capital assets, means that the expectations of the owners of capital will always play a leading, if not unconstrained, role in capital's historical drama. What Keynes called the "state of long-term expectations" determines the volume and character of capital investment in "durable" capital goods, or any other form of capital.
In this register, the history of capitalism contains many "futures past"-histories of past projections of the future that, regardless of whether they ever came to fruition, can greatly influence the course of events under capitalism. 79 Recently, a number of historians-some deploying capitalism as a category of analysis, some not-have produced a rich body of work on the cultural and institutional history of the future. 80 This scholarship, much preoccupied with risk and uncertainty, has yet to fully engage the vast economic literature on expectationsfrom Keynes's notion of "conventions" to later rational expectations theory to current behavioral psychological approaches. But it might. 81 Further, prospective histories may plausibly be deduced from various aspects of the historical record. Scholarship on the role of likely shifts in capitalists' expectations during the Great Depression, in light of sudden shifts in state monetary and fiscal "policy regimes," is one example. 82 Or, the reason why the market value of U.S. slaves increased after the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in Dred Scott (1857) was likely because new legal assurance about the future of property rights in human chattels made U.S. slaveholders more confident in their expectations of the future profitability of black slavery. Slave prices declined by one-third after the 1860 election of Abraham Lincoln to the presidency, and one does not have to guess why. 83 Prospective histories of capital may be visible in the prices of capital assets. But the category is meant to evoke something more than asset prices and their proximate determinants. Late antebellum U.S. slave society, for instance, was invested in black slavery precisely in this larger sense. If capital sought only the most profitable prospective outlets, rationally speaking, much capital would have shifted out of southern slavery and into industry. But it did not. Late antebellum U.S. slave society's investment in slave mastery was economic, but also broadly political, social, psychological, and-since biological reproduction was the basis of slave-capital accumulation-sexual. 84 That investment was not strictly economically rational. U.S. slave emancipation coincided with the massive shift of capital value into industrial capital goods, the basis of a century-long industrial epoch of U.S. capitalism. But then, during the 1970s, despite declining profitability and productivity, rates of capital investment in the U.S. industrial sector remained level. The managers of industrial corporations, in charge of capital budgets, remained invested in their prerogatives. And U.S. industrial society, by then, was broadly invested in maintaining the industrial, male-breadwinning wage. In reality and image the fixed capital of the factories was the anchor of the reproduction of industrial societymany economists, for their part, clung to the materialist capital concept. 85 Not until the 1980s did U.S. investment patterns shift, leading to what is today a much higher premium placed upon liquidity. U.S. slave owners of the 1850s, U.S. industrial corporate managers of the 1970s, and U.S. fund managers of the 2000s were all capitalists of a particular time and place, invested in a particular form of capital and requisite political economy and social order. In sum, there may be quite different capitalisms, with depending on the question at hand differences among them as significant as their similarities. In this total sense, then, it may be possible to distinguish among historical capitalisms by specifying different investment regimes. They would be defined, to a great degree, by the particular form or forms of capital at stake in them. Thus, slave capitalisms are economically invested in human chattel. Industrial capitalisms are invested in socalled industrial capital goods. But slave capitalisms are also, of necessity, invested in some kind of ideology of domination and unfreedom. Industrial capitalisms have all been invested in a massive capitalization of nature-of fossil fuel energy inputs-to expand past the limits of an "organic economy." 86 An investment regime determines-in the broadest sense of the word "investment"-which assets get capitalized and under what terms.
There is an important quality of any investment regime that thus far has not been raised by the discussion at all. Investment regimes value, or capitalize, particular objects and forms of activity. But they also devalue. Devaluation, and disinvestment, may be no less important phenomena than capitalization and investment. One thinks of the massive economic devaluation of women's work across the industrial epoch (an economic devaluation of great ideological value) or, say, the devaluation of unskilled labor in contemporary capitalism. 87 Capitalization and devaluation work together. Devaluation is not outside capitalism. It is inside. 88 Next, by contrast to the prospective, there are what may be considered retrospective histories of capital. These are histories not of prospective capital valuation, but of the actual business project of pecuniaryincome generation and all of its manifold consequences.
Here, the statistical calculation of historical rates of return on various classes of capital assets is pertinent. Through the work most notably of Thomas Piketty, but also many other scholars, advancements have been made in recent years, establishing rates of return across asset classes and linking them to growth rates, capital/income ratios, and capital/output ratios, as well as trends in wealth and income inequality. 89 This data does not so much address prospective questions. But it would seem inconceivable that historians of capitalism would not directly engage this important work.
Nonetheless, a full retrospective history of the capital process would include more than statistical calculations of rates of return over time. Retrospectively speaking, to return to a prior example, to successfully capitalize U.S. Steel-to generate pecuniary income from its collection of physical assets-took more than the investors in the New York Stock Exchange agreeing on its capitalization, under conditions of uncertainty. The corporation had to then actually produce steel. It had to organize raw material inputs, employ and manage a mass wage labor force (seeking to unionize), and sell its final product in competitive markets. Retrospective histories would grapple with these familiar but no less important topics.
In principle, any history that worked either with or against the grain of income generation from a capital asset might be at stake in a retrospective history. Some would be more relevant if the task was to economically explain patterns of profitmaking. Meanwhile, other histories would be more relevant if the goal was to understand the pressure that capitalist profitmaking has put on various domains of life under capitalism. Commodificaiton has had consequences for cultures. Industrialization has had consequences for the climate. Deindustrialization had had consequences for sexuality.
Finally, there is another set of retrospective histories, which captures long-term patterns and directionalities characteristic of various capitalisms-and perhaps even capital at the most abstract level. It seems that all preindustrial capitalisms simply hit productive limits. Lately, the Malthusian insight about the limits of the carrying capacity of the land has once again been revisited, to help explain the Great Divergence and the necessary energy conditions for the Industrial Revolution. 90 Relatedly, only industrial capitalisms first achieved modern economic growth, or self-sustaining increases in GDP per capita, which, not coincidentally, have declined since 1973, with the transition of capital value out of industrial capital goods. 91 Statistical histories that attempt to retrospectively establish the onset of anthropogenic climate change would fall into this category. 92 So would old debates about the historical tendency of the rate of profit to fall in the manufacturing sector, and new ones about the historical tendency of the rate of return on capital to be greater than the rate of economic growth. 93 In sum, these two histories of capital as process-the prospective and the retrospective, and of course, the critical question of their interrelationship-may be placed at the center of a broader conceptualization of capitalism. For they address the core economic dynamics of capitalization, which subordinate the production and distribution of wealth. Yet they also make possible a broadening out, to the vast number of histories relevant to the larger unfolding of the capital process across time and space.
Conclusion
I would like to conclude with a word about the political implications of the above theorization of capital and conceptualization of capitalism's history. After all, whether at the moment of its birth, in the hands of leftwing critics, or at the moment of its later appropriation, by right-wing sympathizers, capitalism has always been a politically and ideologically charged term. Not coincidentally, the "new history of capitalism" arrived in U.S. historiography, in the wake of the politicization of American economic life during the Great Recession. Given the moment, attention has been placed on financial volatility, economic inequality, environment and climate, and the racial legacy of slavery's capitalism. But if there is one political implication of capital as process it is to underscore the significance of the prospective work of capitalization-which is, by its very nature, fragile.
Intrinsic to capitalism is a vulnerability to collective efforts to imagine and achieve economic futures different from the past. Might the history of capitalism contribute to that?
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